A Flexible Domain-Domain Hinge Promotes an Induced-fit Dominant Mechanism for the Loading of Guide-DNA into Argonaute Protein in Thermus thermophilus
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ABSTRACT: Argonaute proteins (Ago) are core components of the RNA Induced Silencing Complex (RISC) that load and utilize small guide nucleic acids to silence mRNAs or cleave foreign DNAs. Despite the essential role of Ago in gene regulation and defense against virus, the molecular mechanism of guide-strand loading into Ago remains unclear. We explore such a mechanism in the bacterium Thermus thermophilus Ago (TtAgo), via a computational approach combining molecular dynamics, bias-exchange metadynamics, and protein–DNA docking. We show that apo TtAgo adopts multiple closed states that are unable to accommodate guide-DNA. Conformations able to accommodate the guide are beyond the reach of thermal fluctuations from the closed states. These results suggest an induced-fit dominant mechanism for guide-strand loading in TtAgo, drastically different from the two-step mechanism for human Ago 2 (hAgo2) identified in our previous study. Such a difference between TtAgo and hAgo2 is found to mainly originate from the distinct rigidity of their L1-PAZ hinge. Further comparison among known Ago structures from various species indicates that the L1-PAZ hinge may be flexible in general for prokaryotic Ago’s but rigid for eukaryotic Ago’s.

I. INTRODUCTION

RNA interference (RNAi) is a key cellular mechanism involved in the regulation of gene expression and the defense against viruses throughout all kingdoms of life.1 As the central component of RNAi, the RNA Induced Silencing Complex (RISC) mediates the sequence-specific recognition and inhibition of target mRNA,3 and foreign nucleic acids.4 As the core component of RISC, Argonaute protein (Ago) loads and utilizes a small guide nucleic acid to selectively capture the target nucleic acid for inhibition or degradation.5–7 Because of its promising pharmaceutical potential in regulating specific gene silencing,8–10 Ago has received phenomenal attention in the past decades.6,11

Despite intensive studies, the mechanism of the very first step of the RISC formation, guide nucleic-acid loading into Ago, remains largely elusive. In vitro,14,15 and, under crystallographic conditions,9,16–18 spontaneous loading of a single-stranded guide has been observed for various Ago’s. In vivo, it is generally accepted that guide-strand loading consists of two steps: loading of a duplex DNA or RNA from the Dicer protein19,20 and release of one (passenger) strand, so that only the guide-strand remains in Ago.21,22 It remains unknown whether apo Ago loads the single-stranded guide in a selective manner.

The guide-strand loading is a molecular recognition process between Ago and the guide nucleic acid. Two extreme mechanistic models are often used in understanding such molecular recognition: conformational selection (CS) and induced fit (IF).23–26 In CS, the protein is in equilibrium with a number of metastable conformational states and the nucleic acid can readily bind to one of the states.26,27 In IF, the final bound conformation is inaccessible for the apo protein within the reach of thermal fluctuation, and the nucleic acid has to first bind and form weak interactions with a different conformation and further induces conformational change of the protein toward the final bound form.28 Both models have found abundant examples in nature. For instance, CS has been suggested in the recognition between lac repressor headpiece and DNA,29 IF seems to play a major role in the recognition between Pancreatic and duodenal homeobox 1 (Pdx1) and...
DNA, and between p53 and DNA. Due to the necessary conformational change after the initial binding, IF appears to offer higher specificity and fidelity of recognition than CS, especially when similar binding competitors are present. In practice, the recognition mechanism often lies between CS and IF.

To understand the molecular mechanism of guide-strand loading, one must consider chemical details and dynamics, using techniques such as molecular simulations, because of the intrinsic complexity of Ago and the guide nucleic acid and the complex interaction between them. Along this direction, we have previously studied miRNA loading into human Ago 2 (hAgo2) via a computational protocol combining all-atom Molecular Dynamics (MD), Markov State Models (MSMs), and protein-RNA docking. There we proposed a two-step model for guide-strand loading into hAgo2: first, guide strand selectively binds to an open conformation of apo hAgo2 via CS; subsequently, small-scale structural rearrangements of both molecules lead to the final bound complex.

In the present study, we focus on the bacterium *Thermus thermophilus* Ago (TtAgo). TtAgo is among the most extensively investigated Ago proteins. In Figure 1A, we display the crystal structure of TtAgo (PDB 3DLH) in its binary form with bound single-stranded DNA (ssDNA). Similar to other Ago proteins, TtAgo consists of 6 functional domains, namely the N (N-terminal) domain, L1 (Linker 1), the PAZ (PIWI-Argonaute-Zwille) domain, Linker 2 (L2), the MID (middle) domain, and the C-terminal PIWI (P element-induced wimpy testis) domain. MID and PAZ bind to the 5′ and 3′ terminus of the guide, respectively, and define the two ends of the nucleic-acid binding channel. Driven mainly by the electrostatic attraction between the positively charged protein residues and the negatively charged backbone atoms of the DNA, the S′ segment of the channel binds nucleotide 2-8 of the guide known as the seed region (right top of Figure 1A). Correct positioning of the seed region in the channel is crucial for subsequent recognition of target nucleic acid in both TtAgo and human Ago. The diameter of the nucleic-acid binding channel is regulated by the relative positions of PIWI, L1 and PAZ. Notably, in this binary crystal structure, direct contacts between the PAZ and PIWI domains exist and bury the guide DNA in the binding channel (see SI Figure 1).

Because both TtAgo and the guide DNA are large biopolymers, directly simulating the loading process via unbiased MD simulations is impractical. Therefore, we adopt a stepwise protocol. We first perform All-atom MD simulations and bias-exchange metadynamics (BEMD), an enhanced sampling scheme, to extensively explore the conformational space of apo TtAgo. Large-scale protein–DNA docking simulations are further performed to assess the exposure of the binding channel of guide-DNA in TtAgo conformations. Our results show that apo TtAgo adopts multiple closed conformations that are unable to accommodate a guide DNA, pointing to an IF dominant mechanism for guide-strand loading. Moreover, the rigidity of L1-PAZ hinge is shown to be critical in regulating the exposure of the nucleic-acid binding channel and therefore the guide-strand loading mechanism. The biological meaning of these findings are discussed below.

II. METHODS

1. Molecular dynamics simulation. The initial apo TtAgo conformation was taken from the crystal structures, and the missing residues were added using MODELER version 9.11. The apo TtAgo protein was solvated in a dodecahedral box containing 36,349 TIP3P water molecules with 109 Na+ ions and 126 Cl- ions to neutralize the charge. All the MD simulations were performed using the GROMACS 4.5.4
package and the Amber99SB-ILDN force field. Long-range electrostatic interactions were treated with the Particle-Mesh Ewald method. Both short-range electrostatic interactions and van der Waals interactions used a cutoff of 10 Å. All bonds were constrained by the LINCS algorithm. Velocity-rescaling thermostat and the Parrinello−Rahman barostat were used for temperature and pressure coupling, respectively. Because Thermus thermophilus has its optimal growth rate at 65 °C, all MD simulations were performed at 340 K. The system was first energy minimized with the steepest descent algorithm and equilibrated for 1 ns under NPT ensemble (T = 340 K, P = 1 atm) with the positions of all the heavy atoms restrained. Next, we performed a 5 ns NPT simulation (T = 340 K, P = 1 atm) to further equilibrate the system. Finally, all the production MD simulations were performed under NVT ensemble at 340 K.

2. Enhanced sampling of conformational landscape. BEMD calculations were carried out with PLUMED version 1.3 to enhance the sampling of the conformational space of apo TtAgo. In BEMD, several replicas of the same protein system were simulated, each experiencing a different history dependent bias potential that discourages sampling of conformations that has been visited. Trial exchanges of the bias potential accumulated in each replica were attempted at a fixed frequency, using a Metropolis Monte Carlo acceptance criterion. Effectively, this procedure flattens the free energy landscape in a set of collective variables (CVs) describing the conformational space of the protein and therefore encourages the protein to explore a large volume of interest in the state space in all replicas. After convergence, the accumulated bias potential were combined and transformed into an unbiased probability distribution via Weighted Histogram Analysis Method (WHAM), resulting in the unbiased free energy landscape in terms of these CVs.

We defined five CVs based on geometrical considerations and physical intuitions to describe TtAgo conformations (Figure 1B). All five CVs were defined using α-Carbon atoms of the corresponding residues. dCH1 measures the center-of-mass distance between part of L1 (residues 165−174) and one long helix on PIWI (residues 654−668). dCH2 is the center-of-mass distance between part of PAZ (residues 192−202) and part of PIWI (residues 572−581). These two distances directly measure the diameter of nucleic-acid binding channel, i.e. the ability of TtAgo to accommodate DNA/RNA. θPAZ describes the torsion motion between a helix on PAZ (residues 178−185 for TtAgo and 229−236 for hAgo2) and a helix on L2 (residues 283−290 for TtAgo and 371−378 for hAgo2) that has been suggested in previous studies; dN−MID measures the distance between N (residues 42−53, 105−122) and MID (residues 416−427, 449−456) and encodes the maximum possible length of the nucleic-acid binding channel. Since dN−MID alone cannot fully describe the position of N, an additional distance dN−PIWI between the same N residues and part of PIWI (residues 541−574, 618−624) was defined. For direct comparison between TtAgo and hAgo2, dPAZ−PIWI was defined as the center-of-mass distance between PAZ and a helical turn on PIWI (residues 664−667 for TtAgo, 812−815 for hAgo2).

Our BEMD scheme included 8 replicas: 5 replicas with 1-dimensional metadynamics biasing on 5 CVs each, 3 replicas with 2-dimensional metadynamics biasing on 3 pairs of CVs: dCH1 and dCH2, dCH1 and θPAZ, dCH1 and θPAZ. These 3 pairs...
were chosen because $d_{CH1}$, $d_{CH2}$, and $\theta_{PAZ}$ are more directly relevant to exposure of the nucleic-acid binding channel. All replicas initiated from the same relaxed structure of the crystal 3HK2. Boundary quadratic potentials were used to restrict the range of exploration: $22 \, \text{Å} < d_{CH1} < 34 \, \text{Å}$, $21 \, \text{Å} < d_{CH2} < 36 \, \text{Å}$, $20 \, \text{Å} < d_{N,PWI} < 40 \, \text{Å}$, $36 \, \text{Å} < d_{N,MID} < 56 \, \text{Å}$, $-1.6 \, \text{rad} < \theta_{PAZ} < 1.2 \, \text{rad}$.

The history-dependent bias potential was progressively developed per replica over the first 300 ns (the filling time) of the BEMD simulation. The height of the bias Gaussians, added every 2 ps, was gradually reduced within 200 ns from 0.04 to 0.0005 kJ mol$^{-1}$ for 5 replicas with 1-dimensional bias and from 0.4 to 0.05 kJ mol$^{-1}$ for 3 replicas with 2-dimensional bias. The width of the bias Gaussians was a constant: 0.3 Å for $d_{CH1}$, 0.4 Å for $d_{CH2}$, 0.5 Å for $d_{N,MID}$ and for $d_{N,PWI}$ respectively, and 0.05 rad for $\theta_{PAZ}$. Trial exchanges between pairs of replica were attempted every 20 ps. On average, the acceptance ratio of exchanges was $\approx 30\%$.

The free energy landscapes of apo TtAgo (in Figure 4–6) were computed from the sampling between 300 and 410 ns per replica via the software METAGUL$^{74}$ following a previously described methodology.$^{75}$ The filling time of 300 ns was validated by the reasonable convergence of bias potential in all 5 replicas biasing on 1 CV (Figure 2). WHAM$^{76,77}$ was applied to combine the sampling gathered in all replicas and compute the 5-dimensional unbiased free energy landscape. All sampled conformations were divided into microstates on the space of the 5-dimensional unbiased free energy landscapes (Figure 7, 8 and SI Figure 5) were obtained. For comparing TtAgo and hAgo2, reweighted free energy landscapes (Figure 7,8 and SI Figure 5) were obtained. For TtAgo, the reweighting was based on the microstates in the 5-dimensional CV space and the unbiased probability of all microstates estimated by WHAM (as described above). For hAgo2, the reweighted free energy was computed using the 480 microstates and their equilibrium population in the MSMs.$^{37}$

3. Protein–DNA docking. Protein–DNA docking simulations were performed with HADDOCK 2.1.$^{53,54}$ The input TtAgo protein structures were randomly selected from conformations sampled by BEMD with $d_{CH1} > 27 \, \text{Å}$ and $d_{CH2} > 25 \, \text{Å}$. The input 18-nt DNA structure was modeled using ModeRNA based on DNA fragments in the crystal structure9 (PDB: 3DLH). Specifically, the nucleotides at positions 1-11 and 18-21 in the crystal structure were used to construct the nucleotides 1-11 and 15-18 of our DNA structure.

Using ModeRNA, we modeled DNA structure at position 12-14. Both Ambiguous Interaction Restraints (AIR) and unambiguous distance restraints were defined to drive the docking simulations. For AIR, the “active” protein residues were defined according to the protein–DNA contacts in the crystal structure.$^{50}$ V167, D168, K191, V193, K213, S222, L223, A228, R251, K252, L277, P282, A414, R418, E428, G429, L430, G453, S576, D609, R611, L638, F647, P653, and K681. All DNA nucleotides were set to be “active”. The unambiguous distance restraints were also imposed to guide the docking simulations (see SI Table 1).

The inter- and intramolecular interactions were calculated by CNS 1.3 with PARALLHDG5.4$^{53,54}$ and the OPLS-AA force field$^{75}$ applied to protein and DNA respectively. For each docking simulation, topologies and coordinates of TtAgo and DNA were generated from the input structures using CNS. The two molecules were initially separated by 25 Å away before the randomization and rigid body energy minimization. Four hundred docking poses were generated after the rigid body docking and ranked by the HADDOCK score, which is a weighted sum of various energy terms (electrostatic, van der Waals, desolvation, ambiguous interaction restraints and buried surface area). The 200 best-scoring poses were subsequently used for semiflexible simulated annealing and the final solvated refinement.

The quality of the docking models is assessed by a distance metric $d_{NT6}$: the c.o.m. distance between Nucleotide 6 of the guide DNA and a set of PIWI residues to assess the docking models (Figure 3). A small $d_{NT6}$ (15 Å) signatures the occupation of the S′ segment of the binding channel by the seed region of the guide, while a large $d_{NT6}$ (15 Å) means otherwise. For reference, $d_{NT6}$ is as small as 6.7 Å in the binary crystal 3DLH (Figure 2).

Figure 3. Distance metric $d_{NT6}$ in binary crystal of TtAgo. $d_{NT6}$ is the distance between Nucleotide 6 of the guide DNA and a set of PIWI residues. $d_{NT6}$ is used to assess the quality of docking models in the present work. Color code: green - PAZ, orange - MID, mauve - guide DNA. Nucleotide 6 of the guide DNA is given in the VDW representation. The set of PIWI residues are in blue/green licorice representation.
III. RESULTS

1. TtAgo adopts multiple closed states. We first perform extensive MD simulations to explore the conformational space of apo TtAgo. MD simulations provide dynamical information on atomic level of biomolecules, but are typically limited to those in short time-scale due to finite computing resources. Various recipes exist to tackle this issue including but not limited to metadynamics, accelerated MD, Temperature or Hamiltonian Replica Exchange MD and Markov-State-Models (MSMs). In the present work, we choose bias-exchange metadynamics (BEMD), a variant of metadynamics that handles large sets of collective variables (CVs), to compute a free energy landscape of apo TtAgo (details in Methods). As shown below, BEMD reveals that it is difficult for apo TtAgo to fully expose its nucleic-acid binding channel (open conformation) via thermal fluctuations. This prohibits observation of sufficient number of transitions via short unbiased MD from the closed conformations to the open ones. Therefore, the MSMs methodology, which uses these transition counts to estimate the thermodynamics and kinetics of a system, is not adopted in this work.

BEMD requires defining a set of CVs that describe the geometrical features of TtAgo. We define 5 CVs for such purpose, shown in Figure 1B. $d_{CH1}$ and $d_{CH2}$ effectively measure the diameter of nucleic-acid binding channel. $\theta_{PAZ}$ is the torsion angle between a helix on PAZ and a helical segment on L2 to measure the twisting of PAZ with respect to other domains. $d_{N-MID}$ and $d_{N-PIWI}$ measure the relative position of the N

Figure 4. Conformational landscape of apo-TtAgo. (A)−(C) Free energy surfaces computed via bias-exchange metadynamics in collective variable (CV) space: (A) $d_{CH1}$, $d_{CH2}$ (B) $d_{CH1}$, $\theta_{PAZ}$; (C) $d_{CH2}$, $\theta_{PAZ}$ (definition in Figure 1). Darker contours correspond to lower free energy. Contour lines are plotted every 1 kBT (∼2.83 kJ/mol at 340 K). Crosses on (A)−(C) correspond to 4 crystal structures bound with DNA: 21nt ssDNA (red, PDB 3DLH), 12nt dsDNA (green, PDB 3HO1), 19nt dsDNA (blue, PDB 3HK2), dsDNA with mismatched base-pairs (orange, PDB 3F73). Representative structures are visualized and marked with yellow numbers 1−5 on (A)−(C). Green helix marks the orientation of PAZ. Residues from N (blue), MID (orange), PIWI (pink) in contact with PAZ (distance <3.5 Å) are highlighted with licorice and cloud-like representation.

Figure 5. Sum of minimal distances between PAZ and N/MID/PIWI as a function of corresponding free energy. The free energy is estimated by bias-exchange metadynamics.
domain. $\theta_{\text{PAZ}}$ is defined because difference in PAZ orientation is detectable among crystal structures\(^8,9\) and large-scale motion of PAZ has been documented.\(^55\)−\(^57\) dN$^\text{‑MID}$ and dN$^\text{‑PIWI}$ are defined because the N domain has been suggested to drive the duplex unwinding process\(^21\) and may also be essential in regulating guide-strand loading.

Our BEMD simulation, consisting of 8 replicas, reaches reasonable convergence after 300 ns. This is evidenced by the similar shape of the 5 one-dimensional bias potential in the low free energy region after this time (Figure 2). Weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM)\(^76,77\) is then used to combine the sampling in all 8 replicas between 300 and 410 ns, resulting in a 5-dimensional free energy landscape of TtAgo. This landscape provides a basis to understand the thermodynamics of TtAgo and its guide-strand loading mechanism.

The free energy landscape computed via BEMD reveals multiple stable states of apo TtAgo but all with closed nucleic-acid binding channel. Figure 4 displays three 2-dimensional projections of such free-energy landscape on d$_{\text{CH1}}$, d$_{\text{CH2}}$ and $\theta_{\text{PAZ}}$. Clearly, multiple stable states exist in the region with d$_{\text{CH1}}$ < 28.7 Å and d$_{\text{CH2}}$ < 31.5 Å (see the fifth contour line in Figure 4A). These stable states are featured by direct contacts between PAZ and MID/PIWI/N (Figure 5). The pattern of the contacts of each state depends on the value of $\theta_{\text{PAZ}}$ (Figure 4B,C).

These direct contacts indicate that the nucleic-acid binding channel is closed in all these stable states. Notably, none of the crystal structures (all with d$_{\text{CH1}}$ > 29 Å, crosses in Figure 4) corresponds to stable states of apo TtAgo. This is validated by an additional round of unbiased MD, starting from four different crystal structures. Note that the binary crystal (PDB 3DLH) contains bound ssDNA, while the ternary crystals (PDB 3HO1, 3HK2, 3F73) contain bound duplex DNA. In all these MD trajectories, apo TtAgo relaxes from the crystal structures to regions around the stable states within 50 ns (SI Figure 2). These results suggest that conformations with accessible binding channel to the DNA may only be found with high free energy (see next section).

2. Exposure of binding-channel occurs with small probability. To further search for TtAgo conformations with sufficiently exposed binding channel for the guide DNA, we perform protein−DNA docking simulations using the program HADDOCK\(^53,54\) on a large set of apo TtAgo conformations sampled by BEMD. Docking the complete DNA into TtAgo with exact positioning as in the binary crystal is challenging, not only because of the existence of direct contacts between PAZ and PIWI in the binary crystal structure (see SI Figure 1) and most TtAgo conformations sampled by BEMD (see Figure 4), but also because docking simulations do not consider full...
conformational flexibility of both large biopolymers. However, docking simulations suffice for measuring the exposure of the 5′ segment of the binding channel (corresponding to the crucial seed region of the guide) and for providing additional structural insights than the two CVs dCH1 and dCH2.

We first randomly extracted from BEMD trajectories apo conformations with dCH1 > 27 Å and dCH2 > 25 Å to seed docking simulations (Figure 6A). Conformations with shorter dCH1 or dCH2 are not extracted since their binding channels are already too narrow to accommodate any guide DNA. Given the importance of correct positioning of the seed region in the 5′ segment of the binding channel, 8,60,61 we further define a distance dNT6 to assess the docking models (Figure 3, details in methods). Docking is considered successful if dNT6 < 15 Å (the 5′ segment of the binding channel is occupied by the seed region of the DNA).

Although the extracted apo TtAgo conformations cover a large free energy range (3−17 k_BT in Figure 6B), only three successful docking models were obtained (red dots in Figure 6). For low free energy conformations (high probabilities to occur), the binding channel is deeply buried, prohibiting the binding of the seed region of the DNA (e.g., Snapshot 1 in Figure 6). For high free energy conformations (small probabilities to occur), seed region binding becomes possible (e.g., Snapshot 2 in Figure 6), but only in conformations with free energy >10 k_BT.

These docking results suggest that, exposure of the nucleic-acid binding channel can only be found with free energy larger than 10 k_BT, beyond the reach of thermal motions for apo TtAgo. We therefore conclude that guide-strand loading into TtAgo follows an IF dominant mechanism because large-scale conformational change of TtAgo after the initial encounter with the guide strand is inevitable.

3. Apo TtAgo has a drastically different free energy landscape from human hAgo2. The present results of TtAgo are in clear contrast with our previous results on human Ago 2 (hAgo2).37 Apo hAgo2 can interconvert among a number of states on microsecond time scale, including an open state readily accessible to the guide miRNA (miRNA conformation similar to the final bound form). It was suggested that once such miRNA encounters the open state Ago, both molecules exhibit small-scale local conformational change leading to the final binary complex. In other words, guide-strand loading into hAgo2 may initiae via CS.37

The difference between TtAgo and hAgo2 mainly lies in the mode of motions of their PAZ domain that can be reflected by the distance from PAZ to other domains and the twisting flexibility of PAZ. Figure 7 illustrates this via projection of the free energy landscape of both Ago proteins on two separate order parameters: dPAZ−PIWI and θPAZ. The former order parameter measures the c.o.m. distance between PAZ and the top of a helix on PIWI (details in SI Figure 3). For TtAgo, dPAZ−PIWI rests in small values (18−34 Å, see Figure 7A), consistent with the direct contacts between PAZ and N/MID/PIWI reported in previous sections. For hAgo2, however, dPAZ−PIWI sits between much larger values (30−53 Å), meaning that PAZ is unable to approach its PIWI tip (and N/MID). This is mainly due to the existence of two long loops (residues 601−609 and 818−839) in its PIWI domain that are absent in TtAgo (SI Figure 4). Accordingly, the binding channel of hAgo2 can only be exposed from top between PAZ and these PIWI loops when dPAZ−PIWI > 50 Å. In other words,
for hAgo2, the bottleneck for channel exposure is the proximity between PAZ and these PIWI loops. In contrast, for TtAgo without the loops, channel exposure is directly determined by the distance from its PAZ to the nonloop regions of PIWI/N/MID.

More notably, $\theta_{PAZ}$ for TtAgo spans a wide range ($-1.6$ to $-1.0$ rad), significantly wider than hAgo2 ($-0.6$ to $-1.2$ rad, see Figure 7B). This indicates that PAZ of TtAgo is considerably more flexible than that of hAgo2 in terms of twisting motions.

4. Rigidity of L1-PAZ hinge controls guide-strand loading.

The clear contrast in the twisting motions of PAZ between the two Ago’s may originate from different rigidity of the hinge region between their L1 and PAZ. Figure 8 presents, for both Ago’s, the probability distribution of hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) between L1 and PAZ, and representative snapshots of the L1-PAZ hinge. As expected, the number of H-bonds between L1 and PAZ of hAgo2 (peak at 9) is considerably larger than that of TtAgo (peak at 2). Moreover, hAgo2 contains two sets of polar contacts on the L1-PAZ interface that do not exist in TtAgo. Because of these two sets of polar contacts (Arg196, Glu261 and Tyr225, Gln228, Glu232, Glu236), PAZ in hAgo2 is largely fixed on the tip of L1 and tends to move concertedly with L1 rather than as independently as in TtAgo.

The difference in rigidity of the L1-PAZ hinge explains why the binding channel of hAgo2 is more exposed to the guide strand than that of TtAgo. For hAgo2, due to its rigid L1-PAZ hinge, exposure of the binding channel is mainly regulated by the motion of L1 and the structure of the two PIWI loops ($^3$) (see a cartoon model in Figure 9). As long as the PIWI loops do not form contacts with PAZ, the binding channel is accessible to the guide. In TtAgo, however, the L1-PAZ hinge is so flexible that, regardless of the motion of L1, PAZ can easily fall from the tip of L1. Given the abundance of charged residues on the surface of Ago proteins, once fallen toward its PIWI, MID and N counterparts, PAZ of TtAgo forms direct contacts with them including a number of salt-bridges (SI Figure 5), tightly blocking the entrance for the guide toward the binding channel.

IV. DISCUSSION

In the present study, we propose an IF dominant guide-strand loading mechanism for TtAgo based on the free energy landscape of apo TtAgo. Furthermore, through comparison of the conformational landscape of TtAgo and previously studied hAgo2,$^4$ we identify an essential physical basis underlying the guide-strand loading for Ago in general—the rigidity of the L1-PAZ hinge. It is interesting to note that this difference in the rigidity of the hinge region also exists in various other Ago’s from different organisms. For example, Yeast Ago from Kluyveromyces polysporus (KpAgo, PDB 4F1N) and human Ago1 (hAgo1, PDB 4KXT) have a similar L1-PAZ hinge interface as hAgo2: two sets of polar contacts can restrain the PAZ motion with respect to L1. As a result, PAZ is able to form direct contacts with other domains, closing the nucleic-acid binding channel.
contacts at the L1-PAZ hinge. These observations may suggest a distinction of the L1-PAZ hinge rigidity and therefore different guide-strand loading mechanisms between thermophilic bacterial Ago’s and eukaryotic Ago’s. Living at high temperature, thermophilic bacteria might need a flexible L1-PAZ hinge to make the guide-strand binding channel of its Ago less exposed.

From a physical point of view, a flexible L1-PAZ hinge in TtAgo means the motions of its L1 and PAZ are barely coupled. In contrast, hAgo2 with a rigid L1-PAZ hinge shall witness more correlated motions between its L1 and PAZ. Although such correlation in hAgo2 decays in the long time limit according to the recently discovered aging laws for domain-domain motions of proteins,85,86 the decaying correlated motions of hAgo2 could mean a more continuous spectrum of tendency (and possibly tunability) for hAgo2 to expose its nucleic-acid binding channel. One speculates that such a continuous spectrum might be particularly necessary for eukaryotes but not required for thermophilic bacteria.

Despite its role in guide-loading, the rigidity of the L1-PAZ hinge may be relevant in other processes of Ago. For example, as suggested in a previous work,56 a flexible L1-PAZ hinge may enable TtAgo to translate the mismatch or bulge in the target-guide duplex into the large-scale motion of PAZ and therefore play roles in the target recognition. To our knowledge, the existing discussion on the evolution of Ago has largely focused on the nucleic-acid binding pockets in MID, PAZ, and the active site on PIWI and thus the ability of Ago to cleave the target strand.13 Our finding on the L1-PAZ hinge rigidity may provide another dimension for the classification of Ago proteins and the understanding of their evolution.

The IF dominant mechanism we propose for the guide-strand loading in TtAgo may also be adopted by other bacterial Ago’s. One possible explanation for this is that IF could lead to higher specificity and fidelity in a recognition process.32 We speculate that bacterial Ago’s might be required to load their DNAs with higher specificity and fidelity than eukaryotic Ago’s and prefer an IF dominant guide-strand loading. In eukaryotes, the exportation of endogenous RNAs out of the nuclear pore is regulated and could induce sufficient specificity in the RNAs before reaching Ago. Therefore, in the cytoplasm, eukaryotic Ago’s do not have to load guide-strand with high fidelity. In bacterial cells, because of the absence of the nucleus and therefore the possible regulation during nuclear transport, it could be necessary for Ago’s to load their own DNAs with significant fidelity.

The present work has not explicitly considered the possible conformational changes of the guide-strand DNA due to the difficulty in finding optimal sets of CVs a priori for BEMD to describe the complex loading process of DNA into TtAgo. However, our results rule out a pure CS mechanism as the initial loading-step and reveal the remarkable complexity of the overall loading process. The sampled TtAgo conformations in our study could seed a further flexible docking procedure or bidirectional pulling simulations87 to search for the encounter complex of TtAgo and guide DNA that may be validated by

Figure 10. Comparison of L1-PAZ hinge among known crystal Ago structures from 5 species. In hAgo2 (upper right), two helices of PAZ (green and orange) can form two networks of polar contacts with L1 (ice-blue). Residues involved in the contacts are colored. Positively charged (blue), negatively charged (red), polar (cyan). These contacts restrain PAZ to L1 from both directions (yellow bars with dashed outline). The crystal structure of yeast KpAgo shares a similar setup. Unlike eukaryotic Ago, Ago of thermophilic bacteria have no obvious potency for polar contacts between L1 and PAZ. PfAgo PAZ contains two helices but is unlikely to establish polar contacts with L1 because of the position of the polar and charged residues.
fluorescence resonance energy transfer studies (FRET)\textsuperscript{22} or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments.\textsuperscript{80–82} The exact pathways of the guide-loading process may further be explored using algorithms such as the string method.\textsuperscript{83–85}

V. CONCLUSIONS

Using a computational approach combining molecular dynamics, enhanced sampling, and protein–DNA docking, we explored the guide-strand loading mechanism in bacterium \textit{Thermus thermophilus} Ago (TtAgo). We found that apo TtAgo adopts multiple closed states unable to accommodate guide-DNA and that conformations able to do so are beyond the reach of thermal fluctuations from the closed states. These results suggest an induced-fit dominant mechanism for guide-strand loading in TtAgo, drastically different from the two-step mechanism for human Ago 2 (hAgo2) identified in our previous study. Such a difference between TtAgo and hAgo2 was found to mainly originate from the distinct rigidity of their L1-PAZ hinge. Further comparison of known Ago structures from various species indicated that the L1-PAZ hinge might be flexible in general for prokaryotic Ago’s but rigid for eukaryotic Ago’s.
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